TOPICS AND PRESENTERS

March 17
“Recruiting and Retention - Selecting and Hiring the Best Officers During Challenging Times”
- Lt. Dwayne. Jones and Sgt. Russell Handy

April 21
“CPD Community Outreach – Building Sustainable Community Partnerships ”
- Cpl. E. Thomas

May 19
“Commonwealth Attorney - Balancing Community Safety with the Fair Treatment of Offenders, the Dual Roles of the Prosecutor”
- Joe Platania, Commonwealth’s Attorney

June 16
“Crisis Negotiation Team - Resolving Critical Incidents Through Effective Communication”
- Lt. Larry Jones and Sgt. Russell Handy

July 21
“Crisis Intervention Team - Understanding the Role and Interaction of Law Enforcement with Mental Illness”
- Tom von Hemert, Thomas Jefferson Area CIT Coordinator

September 15
“Internal Affairs – Understanding Internal Affairs and Its Purpose”
- Lt. Michael Gore and Sgt. Gregory Wade

October 20
“ECC – Assuring Community Access to Emergency Services”
- Sonny Saxton, Executive Director